SHOW UP AND LEAD!
Leadership Development Program

WHERE EVERYDAY LEADERS BECOME MODERN DAY LEADERS
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The Modern-Day-Manager

Modern Day Leader Requirements


Be Authentic.



Communicate Well and Often.



Build Strong Relationships.

To be truly successful, lead and inspire a team, today’s leader must
be authentic, communicate well and build strong relationships. Authenticity is the key. Status quo is no longer the acceptable means to
manage a business. Managing by the “do this because I said so” mentality does not get the results to propel business and business leaders
to the next level. If you agree with these two statements then let me
officially say “Welcome, Modern Day Leader.” Leading is much easier when you figure out what you have to do is Show Up and Lead!
The golden ticket is gaining the skills that allow you to do just that.
You may be reading this and have some of these thoughts going
through your head:


If it weren’t for the people I have to deal with every day, I
could get a lot of work done.



I’m doing everything I know to do and it still seems like it’s
not enough.



I finally earned that promotion, now what the heck do I do?



That manager was a fantastic employee, I’m not sure
what’s happened to them now.

Guess what…..you’re not alone in thinking these things! And great
news….there are tools available to get you to where you want to be!

To be successful in today’s world, the Modern Day Leader must also
have training for growth and development that goes beyond just
“checking the box” and learning concepts. Today’s successful training, coaching and feedback must be interactive with the nuts-andbolts. Strong and true leadership is built over time. It’s practiced,
tweaked and personalized to fit your authentic self. In the end, what
will success look like? It will be You, showing up as You and Leading without compromising who You are. That’s why this leadership
development program is called Show Up and Lead!
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Is The Program Right For You?
Our programs are designed for business
people who are ready to grow at an
accelerated rate. If you are ready to
achieve meaningful business outcomes
and raise your overall quality of life, the
Show Up and Lead! Program is the right
choice for you.

Who Is This Program For?

What Does The Program Consist Of?
Our approach is not the typical “Check
the box” program. It is designed to
build leadership over time. The Show
Up and Lead! Program will cover a 12month period consisting of on-site
workshops, on-line modules and optional one-on-one coaching/feedback
sessions. One of the workshops will
also include a leadership simulation to
work through the typical day in a leader’s life.

Are you any of the following?
 Emerging Leader
 New to leading
 Early in your management career
 Mid-Career Leader with no formal leadership training
 Seasoned Leader with no formal leadership training

If you answered “YES” to any of the above, then this program is for
you!

To set up a consultation call, email
kim@corporatetalentinstitute.com.

Program Price Per Person—Workshops/Modules
$3997
Program Price Per Person—Workshops/Modules/
Coaching* $4997
*Coaching Includes 1 assessment session and 4 one
-on-one sessions during the 12-month period
A-la-Carte Coaching Sessions available for $250 per
session

Flexible payment options are available
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2017 SHOW UP AND LEAD! PROGRAM
4 Workshops in 12-month Period


Bare Naked Leadership


Understand and Manage Yourself, Your Style, and Your Sanity



Prioritize, Lead, and Coach your People to Rock Star Performance



The Whole You


Mission Sanity: Strategic Methods to Keep Your Head Screwed on



Conflict Resolution and Emotional Intelligence: How to Avoid
Implosion and Explosion



Radio GA GA


Plugging In: How to Avoid becoming Background noise through
intentional Engagement



News Reporting Leader: Deliver clear communication through
Straight Talk



Loosen Your Grip


Empowerment Intelligence: 6 Steps to letting go smartly



Pass the torch: Mentoring your talent through accountability
measures

4 On-line Modules to be completed between workshops

Visit www.corporatetalentinstitute.com to learn more.
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